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For one semester/quarter courses on Introduction to the Humanities or Cultural Studies. Now in
full color, Arts and Culture provides an introduction to global civilizations and their artistic
achievements, history, and cultures. The authors consider two important questions: What
makes a work a masterpiece of its type? And what qualities of a work enable it to be appreciated
over time? Critical thinking is also highlighted throughout the text with 4 different box features
that ask students to explore connections across the humanities and different cultures. These
boxes are entitled Connections, Cross Currents, Then & Now, and Cultural Impact boxes. Open
the new fourth edition of Arts and Culture and open a world of discovery.

A deep penetration of American thought and feeling . . . A celebration of individuals . . . A
masterpiece. -- Los Angeles TimesAn enormous amount of exciting material. . . . An incredible
abundance of marvelous beings. . . . A very special electricity and emotional power. -- The New
York Times Book ReviewAn impressive achievement . . . A very valuable document. No journalist
alive wields a tape recorded as effectively as Studs Terkel. -- NewsweekRemarkable . . . the
range is enormous. . . . Work is the theme and we learn a lot about these trades. -- The Wall
Street JournalSplendid . . . Important . . . Rich and fascinating . . . The people we meet are not
digits in a poll but real people with real names who share their anecdotes, adventures, and
aspirations with us. -- Business WeekThe real American experience . . . The poetry of real
people . . . The hardness of real lives . . . A grand subject and a splendid book. -- Chicago Daily
News[A] magnificent book . . .. A work of art. To read it is to hear America talking. -- Boston
GlobeAbout the AuthorStuds Terkel (1912–2008) was an award-winning author and radio
broadcaster. He is the author of Race: How Blacks and Whites Think and Feel About the
American Obsession; Division Street: America, Coming of Age: Growing Up in the Twentieth
Century; Talking to Myself: A Memoir of My Times; "The Good War": An Oral History of World
War II; Working: People Talk About What They Do All Day and How They Feel About What They
Do; The Studs Terkel Reader: My American Century; American Dreams: Lost and Found; The
Studs Terkel Interviews: Film and Theater; Hard Times: An Oral History of the Great Depression;
Will the Circle Be Unbroken?: Reflections on Death, Rebirth, and Hunger for a Faith; Giants of
Jazz; Hope Dies Last: Keeping the Faith in Troubled Times; And They All Sang: Adventures of an
Eclectic Disc Jockey; Touch and Go: A Memoir; P.S.: Further Thoughts from a Lifetime of
Listening; and Studs Terkel's Chicago, all published by The New Press. He was a member of the
Academy of Arts and Letters and a recipient of a Presidential National Humanities Medal, the
National Book Foundation Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters, a George
Polk Career Award, and the National Book Critics Circle 2003 Ivan Sandrof Lifetime
Achievement Award.From The Washington PostFirst class . . . The talk in Working is good talk-



earthy, passionate, honest, sometimes tender, sometimes crisp, juicy as reality, seasoned with
experience . . . It is a pleasure to join the hallelujah chorus.Read more
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Stephanie Rexwinkle, “Right price, great quality. My daughter needed this book for a summer
class, and this was the absolute best option for us and our budget. We rented this book and
were very impressed with the quality of the book and the affordability. We will definitely search
the rental options for future books!”

Alexis, “Almost new!. New book priced at $159, slightly used: $82.Book is perfect and in Great
shape. I don’t know if I lucked out or what but definitely will buy from this site again”

Matthew Graessle, “Good condition. I was a little scared after reading these initial reviews
especially because I bought mine used for 30$, but it was worth every penny! It came in fine
shape, I was worried it would come torn apart and raggedy but it’s great!”

Jenna Petty, “Way cheaper than campus bookstore. Needed text for a class that had already
started and was waiting on financial aid. Went ahead and bought this, came right away, and then
later realized I would have paid 4x the cost at my campus bookstore. Very happy with it.”

Meeshell, “Text for school, very good read. I enjoyed my History of Art in Humanities class that I
took and this book taught me a lot. If you are looking to take a humanities class and this is the
text assigned to you, it's very informative and delves into the meanings proposed for certain
artworks, as well as leaving things open-ended for you to ponder on and make your own
personal opinions. Definitely a great text!”

msrinck, “great product. The book was a great product. Perfect condition. My only problem was
that it took way too long for me to get it. Other than that I received a perfect condition product
that has been very helpful to me in my class.”

Blake Gill, “Great Product in Great Condition. The book seemed to be very new. There were not
bent pages, no highlighter or markings of any kind throughout the book, and the covers were still
very glossy. There was not one problem with this product.”

Scarlett, “Good book. I’m only renting this book. It’s in good condition a bit bit-up but Good”

The book by James M. Henslin has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 272 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 480 pages
Item Weight: 2.54 pounds
Dimensions: 0.9 x 8.5 x 10.8 inches
Reading age: 18 years and up
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Lexile measure: 1300L
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